
Art has often sought to challenge perception, questioning the status quo and the way we look at things.   FLIPPED as a pavillion for the 
arts aims to challenge Venice’s relationship with the water and flip it on its head. In FLIPPED instead of architecture sitting on top the 
water, the water sits on top of the pavillion and becomes its architecture. In FLIPPED water and boats go over the bridge and people go  
under them. Water is an essential aspect for the composition of the pavillion, where curtains of falling water determine internal spaces 
and  galleries and serve also as a backdrop for the different activities and expositions. 

VeniceVenice is at the forefornt of climate change’s victims being subjected to incresingly frequent periods of floods also know as aqua alta 
during the year. FLIPPED through its relatiosnship with water aims to promote reflection on climate change, given that once inside the 
constant presence of incoming water on a contained space serves an allusion to the flooding of the city. The pavillion has a set of mobile 
flood gates along its perimeter that move with the changing sea levels so as to control the amount of incoming water and avoid the flood-
ing of the project.

FLIPPEDªs location is proposed near the cultural epicenter of Venice, serving as an extention of the Giardini, viale Giuseppe Garibaldi and 
the waterside promenade. FLIPPED extends the park into the water  creating a space that allows for a maximum flexibility being able to 
be adapted for the different cultural events that take place throughout the year. This sunken park is sorrounded by water curtains 
which create a dynamic space and new user interactions. Behind these water curtains there are  galleries for more permanent exhibitions, 
where sunlight filtered by the falling water creates a new and particular atmosphere. 
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